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Glacial–interglacial (G-IG) cycles were the primary feature 
of Earth’s climate during the Pleistocene and occurred 
with periodicities linked to changes in Earth’s orbit1,2. 

Co-evolving with these G-IG cycles was millennial-scale climate 
variability (MCV)3–7, also known as Dansgaard–Oeschger (DO) 
cycles in Greenland ice cores from the last glacial period8. These 
large and repeating millennial-scale oscillations between stadial 
and interstadial conditions have been associated with changes 
in the mode of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation 
(AMOC)9–13. Because its occurrence extends back to at least 
800,000 years before present (ka) in the ice-core record14, MCV 
has been acknowledged as a ubiquitous feature of glacial cli-
mate5,7,14. Earth’s orbit, as the fundamental external driver of the 
climate system1, has also left its imprints in MCV. For example, 
the magnitude of the MCV features evident periodicities related to 
Earth’s precession, obliquity and eccentricity15–18 (Fig. 1a–c). This 
link has been proposed to be related to the dependence of MCV 
on G-IG changes in the climate background state (that is, ice vol-
ume and greenhouse gas concentrations) (Fig. 1d)4, which is also 
supported by the robust coherent ~100-kyr periodicity between 
millennial-scale activity and Earth’s orbit (Fig. 1c). The associated 
dynamics have been widely investigated by fully coupled climate 
models and synthesized using a conceptual framework of AMOC 
nonlinearity/bistability9,10,12,19. We refer to this as the indirect role 
of orbital changes on MCV. Meanwhile, the clear coherent period-
icities of ~21 kyr and 40 kyr (Fig. 1c) motivated us to ask whether 
changes in the orbital configuration might give rise to MCV 

directly, for example, by modulating the strength and/or mode of 
the AMOC, especially during intermediate glacial periods when 
climate boundary conditions are relatively stable in comparison 
to transitions between glacial and interglacial states (that is, a 
direct role). The potential importance of this role has been ten-
tatively explored using conceptual and simple dynamical system 
models20,21. However, the results are inconclusive due to a lack 
of support from fully coupled climate models that include more 
advanced climate physics.

Using an atmosphere–ocean fully coupled climate model, we aim 
to assess whether insolation changes alone can give rise to changes 
in the state of the AMOC that resemble DO events. Because dif-
ferent internal climate components (for example, atmospheric CO2, 
ice volume and ocean circulation) are tightly interconnected22–24, it 
is important to identify an appropriate time interval in which the 
occurrences of MCV can be attributed to insolation changes alone. 
Based on available proxy records25,26, we selected a period during 
the later stage of marine isotope stage (MIS) 3 (40–32 ka), during 
which DO events 5 to 7 occurred in succession and apparently were 
not greatly influenced by changes in ice volume and atmospheric 
CO2. Note that we do not aim to reproduce these recorded DOs by 
varying the full boundary conditions during this period, but instead 
aim to employ them as a surrogate for a systematic and generic 
understanding of AMOC responses to changes in Earth’s orbit 
under intermediate glacial conditions. With the aid of transient and 
equilibrium experiments, we confirm that orbital changes alone can 
directly account for the occurrences of MCV.
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Changes in the magnitude of millennial-scale climate variability (MCV) during the Late Pleistocene occur as a function of 
changing background climate state over tens of thousands of years, an indirect consequence of slowly varying incoming solar 
radiation associated with changes in Earth’s orbit. However, whether astronomical forcing can stimulate MCV directly (with-
out a change in the background state) remains to be determined. Here we use a comprehensive fully coupled climate model to 
demonstrate that orbitally driven insolation changes alone can give rise to spontaneous millennial-scale climate oscillations 
under intermediate glacial conditions. Our results demonstrate that an abrupt transition from warm interstadial to cold stadial 
conditions can be triggered directly by a precession-controlled increase in low-latitude boreal summer insolation and/or an 
obliquity-controlled decrease in high-latitude mean annual insolation, by modulating North Atlantic low-latitude hydroclimate 
and/or high-latitude sea ice–ocean–atmosphere interactions, respectively. Furthermore, contrasting insolation effects over the 
tropical versus subpolar North Atlantic, exerted by obliquity or precession, result in an oscillatory climate regime, even within 
an otherwise stable climate. With additional sensitivity experiments under different glacial–interglacial climate backgrounds, 
we synthesize a coherent theoretical framework for climate stability, elaborating the direct and indirect (dual) control by Earth’s 
orbital cycles on millennial-scale climate variability during the Pleistocene.
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Spontaneous aMoC oscillation
We first conducted a transient experiment (TRN40ka) with gradual 
changes in orbital settings from 40 ka to 32 ka (ref. 27), based on an 
equilibrium baseline experiment (E40ka_CTL) in which the full 
boundary conditions of 40 ka were imposed for 5,000 years (Methods, 
Extended Data Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 1). Following a 
monostable strong AMOC mode before 37 ka, the AMOC starts to 
fluctuate abruptly into and out of a weak AMOC phase in TRN40ka 
with a periodicity of ~1,200 years (Fig. 2a–c and Extended Data 
Fig. 2a–e), notably resembling DOs 5–728. The simulated climate 
changes from weak to strong AMOC phases—for example, warm-
ing/cooling in the North/South Atlantic and a northward shift of the 
Intertropical Convergence Zone—are also in general agreement with 
the observed features of DOs during MIS3 (Extended Data Fig. 3a,b 
and Extended Data Tables 2 and 3). Therefore, the orbitally induced 
AMOC changes in our model provide a reasonable representation of 
MCV under intermediate glacial conditions.

To further test whether MCV might be a result of an unforced 
AMOC oscillation under constant orbital settings, we performed an 
equilibrium experiment (E40ka_34kaOrb) spanning ~5,500 years 
by changing the orbital parameters of E40ka_CTL from 40 ka to 
34 ka. Although the applied orbital change is instantaneous (unlike 
the actual sinusoidal change), the long-term constant forcing 
enables us to unequivocally evaluate equilibrated climate responses 
and hence AMOC stability characteristics with respect to orbital 
change, a principle adopted in previous studies10,12,19. Note that 34 ka 
is a period corresponding to the successive DOs 5–7, during which 
the internal climate background (that is, ice volume26 and atmo-
spheric CO2 level25) is relatively constant and similar to that during 
the 40 ka period. This lends credibility to the idea that these DOs 
might be a result of the existence of an AMOC oscillatory state.  

It appears that the AMOC shifts from a monostable strong mode in 
E40ka_CTL (Extended Data Fig. 1) to a stable oscillatory mode in 
E40ka_34kaOrb (Fig. 2d and Extended Data Fig. 2f–j). The char-
acteristics of simulated AMOC oscillatory changes and associated 
global climate responses are similar to those in TRN40ka (Fig. 2c,d 
and Extended Data Fig. 3c,d), which is also consistent with the 
reconstructed features of the DOs. These confirm the existence of 
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation29 associated with an orbitally con-
trolled stable regime that has poised the AMOC for self-oscillation, 
accounting for the occurrences of MCV.

Governing dynamics
Earth’s orbit consists of three parameters (eccentricity, precession 
and obliquity), which exert different effects on the temporospa-
tial distribution of insolation across the Earth27. To identify their 
individual roles in relation to AMOC stability, we performed two 
further equilibrium runs in which either eccentricity-modulated 
precession or obliquity at 34 ka was imposed in E40ka_CTL (Fig. 3  
and Extended Data Fig. 4). Both experiments were characterized 
by unforced AMOC oscillations, indicating that either an enhanced 
boreal seasonality due to a decrease in precession (E40ka_34kaEP) 
or an increased latitudinal insolation gradient associated with a 
lowered obliquity (E40ka_34kaObl) can generate a glacial climate 
background state under which the AMOC oscillates spontaneously.

In the scenario with enhanced boreal seasonality 
(E40ka_34kaEP), warmer boreal summers prompt sea-ice reduc-
tion and hence increase the open-water area in the subpolar North 
Atlantic (Extended Data Fig. 5d,e,g,h), which has the potential 
to enhance ocean heat loss during the colder boreal winter. This 
tends to strengthen North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) forma-
tion by thermally increasing the surface water mass density and 
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%NPS (Neogloboquadrina pachyderma sinistral) in the northern North Atlantic50, with its amplitude calculated using the Hilbert transform (red; Methods), 
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hence reducing the vertical density stratification. However, mean 
annual net precipitation increases synchronously over the tropi-
cal North Atlantic, effectively reducing sea-surface salinity (Fig. 3c 
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and Extended Data Fig. 5f,i). The intensity of the western Atlantic 
summer warm pool has been proposed to play an important role 
in Atlantic-to-Pacific atmospheric moisture export by modulating 

Fig. 2 | orbitally induced aMoC oscillatory regime. a–c, Imposed changes in obliquity (a) and precession (b) and simulated AMOC index (c) in 
experiment TRN40ka. Note that the initial part (40–37.5 ka) of TRN40ka is accelerated by a factor of 10 (that is, 2,500 calendar years are represented by 
250 model years; Methods). d, AMOC index in experiment E40ka_34kaOrb, representing the AMOC response to constant orbital settings of 34 ka under 
intermediate glacial conditions. Grey lines in c (at 37.5–32 ka) and d represent original AMOC indices from the experiments, whereas the corresponding 
black lines indicate 30-year running mean of the original data.
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trade-wind strength and hence the net precipitation and sea-surface 
salinity in the subtropical North Atlantic30. In E40ka_34kaEP, the 
enhanced boreal summer insolation strengthens the warm pool 
intensity, leading to a basin-wide low-pressure anomaly31 and hence 
weakened atmospheric moisture export30 (Fig. 3c). This chain of 
processes was further confirmed by our sensitivity experiments in 
an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM)—that is, tropi-
cal North Atlantic warming alone can reproduce a similar climate 
response, as illustrated in Fig. 3c (Extended Data Fig. 6). Thereafter, 
northward transport of these freshened tropical water masses tends 
to decrease the surface water density in the key convection sites 
of the North Atlantic, enhancing the vertical density stratification  
and eventually reducing NADW formation. As an equilibrated 
response to the increased summer insolation, the tropical freshen-
ing effect finally surpasses the subpolar warming effect, leading to a 
transitioning of AMOC into its weak phase (Fig. 3a–c and Extended 
Data Fig. 4a–e).

In E40ka_34kaObl, the lowered obliquity causes mean warming 
over the low latitudes but cooling over the high latitudes (that is, the 
scenario with enhanced latitudinal insolation gradient). The former 
increases the sea-surface salinity in the tropical North Atlantic by 
enhancing atmospheric moisture export from the western tropical 

North Atlantic to the eastern equatorial Pacific as a consequence 
of differential heating responses between them12 (Extended Data  
Fig. 5a,c). This tropical hydroclimate response tends to promote  
formation of the NADW by supplying saltier tropical water masses  
to the convection sites. However, high-latitude cooling at times of  
low obliquity decreases the sea-surface temperature and expands 
sea-ice cover in the subpolar North Atlantic, reducing the 
open-water area where deep convection occurs and hence simul-
taneously decreasing the strength of the AMOC (Extended Data 
Fig. 5b). Under intermediate glacial conditions, sea-ice cover in 
the subpolar North Atlantic is close to a threshold that governs the 
switch between its interstadial and stadial states10 (Extended Data 
Fig. 1b–e). As an equilibrated response to the lowered obliquity, the 
high-latitude cooling effect finally surpasses the low-latitude salini-
fication effect, thereby leading to AMOC reduction (Fig. 3d–f).

Once a transition into the weak AMOC phase is stimulated 
by orbital changes (that is, TRN40ka), the contemporary con-
stant orbital settings allow the continuation of unforced AMOC 
self-oscillations (that is, E40ka_34kaOrb). As the AMOC is in its 
weak phase, gradual subsurface warming of the subpolar ocean and 
increasing northward salinity transport in the North Atlantic work 
together to return AMOC to its strong phase. A gradual cooling in 
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the North Atlantic convection sites and a decrease in the northward 
transport of salt water cause AMOC weakening, up to a point at 
which the AMOC reduces abruptly and the weak phase returns 
(Extended Data Figs. 2 and 4). Furthermore, abrupt transitions into 
and out of the weak phases can be attributed to the atmosphere–
ocean–sea ice positive feedback in the North Atlantic convection 
sites10,32. The unforced AMOC self-oscillation is thus a consequence 
of internal climate feedbacks between the low-latitude hydroclimate 
and the high-latitude atmosphere–ocean–sea ice system, similar 
to the mechanisms described for thermohaline oscillations33–35. 
Beyond this, our results show that changes in orbital parameters 
can modulate the North Atlantic thermohaline balance by exerting 
contrasting effects on NADW formation over the low versus high 
latitudes, generating an intrinsically oscillatory state accounting for 
MCV under intermediate glacial conditions.

Roles of internal climate backgrounds
Previous studies have suggested that the interplay between changes 
in atmospheric CO2 and ice volume can control the sensitivity of 
AMOC to applied perturbations9,10,12,19, giving rise to intermediate 
glacial conditions that are characterized by high MCV activity (that 
is, the indirect control of MCV by Earth’s orbit; Fig. 1d). Indeed, no 
AMOC mode changes are induced in our experiments under peak 
glacial and interglacial conditions, even under the most extreme 
changes in orbital configurations (Extended Data Fig. 7 and 
Methods). This corroborates the dominant effects on AMOC stabil-
ity of ice volume under glacial maximum conditions and of atmo-
spheric CO2 during peak interglacial periods during these times10,12. 
By contrast, during intermediate glacial periods, millennial-scale 
variations in atmospheric CO2 of ~20 ppm (refs. 36,37) and ice  

volume of ~18 m equivalent sea level (m.e.s.l.)38 are potentially 
enough to alter the sensitivity of the AMOC to orbital changes. To 
test this hypothesis, we performed two sets of equilibrium sensitiv-
ity experiments incorporating changes in either atmospheric CO2 
(Fig. 4) or ice volume (Fig. 5) based on experiment E40ka_34kaOrb, 
which is characterized by an oscillatory AMOC state (Extended 
Data Table 1 and Methods).

In the two CO2 sensitivity experiments in which atmospheric 
CO2 level is either increased or decreased by 10 ppm, spontane-
ous AMOC oscillations are maintained (Fig. 4). Importantly, it 
appears that decreasing atmospheric CO2 is capable of reduc-
ing the interstadial duration, thereby shortening the oscilla-
tion period (Fig. 4e,f), a concept that is consistent with ice-core 
records7 (Methods). Given that AMOC changes and associated 
global responses can alter atmospheric CO2 levels22,39, this sug-
gests that millennial-scale CO2 changes can serve as an internal 
climate agent accounting for the observed changes in the timing 
characteristics of MCV during glacial periods.

By contrast, the AMOC is shifted to a stable weak mode in the 
ice-sheet sensitivity experiment in which Northern Hemisphere 
ice sheets are replaced by those at 50 ka, which corresponds to 
them being ~12 m.e.s.l. lower than those at 40 ka (phase A, Fig. 5). 
Further increasing the obliquity and precession (directionally oppo-
site to the orbital changes from 40 to 34 ka) can cause a return to 
a stable oscillatory mode of AMOC (that is, phase A to B, Fig. 5), 
in which oscillating characteristics are further determined by the 
magnitudes of these orbital changes (that is, phase B versus C, Fig. 5  
and Methods). These results suggest that decreasing Northern 
Hemisphere ice sheets can lead to a shift of the oscillatory regime 
towards higher values of obliquity and precession due to changes 
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in wind stress promoting sea-ice expansion and cooling across the 
northern North Atlantic10.

Overall, these results suggest that climate backgrounds asso-
ciated with Northern Hemisphere ice-sheet configuration and 
atmospheric CO2 level determine the sensitivity of the AMOC to 
orbitally induced insolation changes and hence the window of the 
AMOC oscillatory regime in the phase space of Earth’s orbital cycles 
(Fig. 6). Accordingly, although MCV contains evident obliquity and 
precessional periodicities15–18, its amplitude does not always follow 
the magnitude of the associated insolation changes40.

oscillatory climate regime in a glacial cycle
In contrast to previous studies20,21, the model used here, with its 
more advanced climate physics, enables us to elaborate on the 
comprehensive dynamics of the AMOC oscillatory regime associ-
ated with changes in Earth’s orbit (that is, precession and obliquity)  

during intermediate glacial periods (that is, the direct control 
of MCV and abrupt climate shifts by Earth’s orbit). As a result of 
changes in either eccentricity-modulated precession or obliquity, 
climate variations over the tropical and subpolar North Atlantic 
exert contrasting effects on the strength of the AMOC, thereby 
resulting in a climate background state under which unforced 
AMOC oscillations can occur. In particular, the subpolar thermal 
effect (associated with obliquity-controlled mean annual insolation) 
and the tropical salt effect (associated with precession-controlled 
summer insolation) represent the crucial triggering mechanisms of 
AMOC changes in response to slow variations in Earth’s orbit.

Based on the simulations in this study, we synthesized a con-
ceptual framework to describe the stable AMOC oscillatory regime 
in the phase space of Earth’s obliquity and eccentricity-modulated 
precession under different internal climate backgrounds spanning 
G-IG cycles (Fig. 6)—that is, a framework representing the dual  
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controls of astronomical forcing on MCV. In particular, this shows 
that the oscillatory regime is a function not only of Earth’s orbit 
under intermediate glacial conditions (Figs. 2 and 3), but also of 
global ice volume and (probably) atmospheric CO2 (Fig. 5 and 
Extended Data Fig. 7). Note that this regime exists only under inter-
mediate glacial conditions given the overriding influence of glacial 
maximum ice sheets and peak interglacial CO2 on AMOC (mono)
stability10,12. A recent model study41 proposed that, under peak 
interglacial conditions, insolation changes alone can trigger abrupt 
AMOC weakening. However, the typical magnitude of AMOC 
weakening in their study (∼5 Sv) is notably less than the AMOC 
changes reported here (∼20 Sv). Additionally, the cooling events in 
their proxy records are of variable intensity and the relatively strong 
cooling events (for example, associated with MIS17c41) appear to 
consistently occur under intermediate glacial conditions, as defined 
by benthic δ18O and atmospheric CO2 in this study (Fig. 1d). Their 
findings41 therefore support our contention that background  
climate plays a key role in the magnitude of MCV.

An evident advantage of this framework in explaining the occur-
rences of MCV is the independence from additional perturba-
tions (for example, freshwater input), the origins of which are too 
uncertain to pin down as triggers of AMOC changes42,43 (in con-
trast, changes in Earth’s orbit can be unequivocally calculated27,44). 
Therefore, our framework can account for a broader spectrum of 
MCV in global climate archives. For example, during MIS3, some 
DO events (for example, DOs 5–7) that occurred without evident 
changes in atmospheric CO2

25 and ice volume26 can be explained 
by the orbitally induced AMOC oscillatory regime. Furthermore, 
given the small ratio of the number of Heinrich events (massive 
iceberg-releasing events) to DO cycles during MIS345 and the trig-
gering dynamics of Heinrich events23,46, our framework implies that 
these events might be considered as a particular case of orbitally 
induced MCV when Laurentide marine-based ice shelves become 
susceptible to subsurface warming in a weak AMOC phase.

In addition, our framework suggests that abrupt climate change 
could be attributed to the direct role of orbital change when con-
temporary changes in ice volume and atmospheric CO2 exert oppo-
site effects on the strength of the AMOC10,12.

Overall, our framework represents the dual controls by changes in 
Earth’s orbit—direct and indirect—on climate variability at millen-
nial timescales. The former—our finding in this study—complements 
the classic Milankovitch theory44 used to explain the latter, providing 
a coherent theoretical framework for understanding the origins of  
MCV and its activity across time. In particular, over the last 800 kyr, 
astronomical forcing can directly account for occurrences of MCV 
when the climate background, driven by Milankovitch cycles, is in 
an intermediate state as defined by benthic δ18O and atmospheric 
CO2 (Fig. 1d). Our results imply that MCV may also have been a 
direct consequence of astronomical forcing during the Early and 
Mid-Pleistocene when glacial cycles were characterized by different 
intensities and periodicities from those during the Late Pleistocene47,48. 
This is highlighted by a new 1,500-kyr-long MCV stack that consists 
of four centennial-scale proxies from the mid-latitude Northern 
Hemisphere49. In the real world, internal climate components (for 
example, ice volume, atmospheric CO2 and ocean currents) are 
closely coupled22–24 when responding to orbital changes1. To assess 
this improved Milankovitch theory in the future, Earth system models  
with interactive ice-sheet and carbon-cycle feedbacks will be  
required to explore the full dynamics associated with co-evolution of 
millennial- and orbital-scale climate variability during the Pleistocene.

online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research report-
ing summaries, source data, extended data, supplementary infor-
mation, acknowledgements, peer review information; details of 
author contributions and competing interests; and statements of 
data and code availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41561-021-00846-6.
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Methods
Time-series analysis. Bandpass filtering was performed on evenly resampled 
(0.2 kyr) time series using a Taner filter (roll-off rate = 1 × 1012) with the 
MATLAB function presented by L. A. Hinnov (http://mason.gmu.edu/~lhinnov/
cyclostratigraphytools.html). Hilbert transforms of the bandpass-filtered series 
were also implemented using L. A. Hinnov’s MATLAB function. Wavelet analyses 
were produced using the MATLAB function presented by Grinsted et al.51, 
implemented on evenly resampled (0.2 kyr) time series.

Model description. We used a comprehensive fully coupled atmosphere–ocean 
general circulation model (AOGCM), COSMOS (ECHAM5-JSBACH-MPI-OM). 
The atmospheric model ECHAM552, complemented by the land surface component 
JSBACH53, was used at T31 resolution (∼3.75°), with 19 vertical layers. The ocean 
model MPI-OM54, including sea-ice dynamics formulated using viscous-plastic 
rheology55, has a resolution of GR30 (3° × 1.8°) in the horizontal, with 40 uneven 
vertical layers. This climate model has already been used to investigate a range of 
palaeoclimate phenomena56–60, especially millennial-scale abrupt glacial climate 
changes10,12. This indicates that it is capable of capturing the nonlinear behaviour of 
the glacial climate system and is thus a very suitable climate model for this study.

Experimental details. All experiments performed in this study are listed in 
Extended Data Table 1. A detailed introduction of each type of experiment and 
their rationality are presented as follows.

MIS3 baseline experiment. We first conducted an equilibrated control simulation 
(E40ka_CTL) by imposing the fixed boundary conditions of 40 ka. Specifically, 
during 40 ka, the three orbital parameters (eccentricity, precession of the equinoxes 
(the angle between the Earth’s position during the Northern Hemisphere vernal 
equinox and the orbit perihelion) and obliquity) are 0.013146, 358.17° and 23.61°, 
respectively27, and the greenhouse gases CO2, CH4 and N2O are at 195 ppm, 413 ppb 
and 231 ppb, respectively25,61. The ice-sheet configuration is a combination of 
ice-sheet reconstructions from ICE-5G62 and Paleoclimate Model Inter-comparison 
Project 3 (PMIP3). In other words, we first calculated the topography anomaly 
between 40 ka and the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) in ICE-5G and then added 
it to the PMIP3 LGM topography58. Global mean sea level was ~80 m.e.s.l. lower at 
40 ka than the pre-industrial level. E40ka_CTL was integrated for 5,000 years to an 
equilibrated state that served as a basis for the following sensitivity experiments.

Hosing experiment. The AMOC in E40ka_CTL is in a strong mode. To test whether 
it is stable we performed a classic North Atlantic hosing experiment (E40ka_fwf) 
based on E40ka_CTL (Extended Data Table 1). In E40ka_fwf, freshwater flux of 
0.15 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1) was imposed into the Ruddiman belt for 500 years to 
mimic Heinrich event 4 (HE4; a massive iceberg-releasing event). Once the hosing 
was removed at the 501st model year, the AMOC recovered abruptly from a weak 
to a strong mode and remained strong during the following 1,500 years (Extended 
Data Fig. 1a). This suggests that the AMOC is in a monostable strong mode under 
the 40 ka boundary conditions (that is, in E40ka_CTL). This rules out the previous 
assertion that freshwater perturbation (that is, a Heinrich event) might be a 
potential precondition for the following DOs8,63.

Transient experiment of 40–32 ka. To test whether orbital changes alone can give 
rise to millennial-scale climate variability, based on E40ka_CTL we performed 
a transient experiment by only varying the orbital settings from 40 ka to 32 ka 
(TRN40ka) (Extended Data Table 1). The imposed orbital parameters were 
calculated based on those in ref. 27 (Fig. 2a,b). Because our focus is on DOs 5–7, we 
employed an acceleration factor of 10 to simulate the time interval between 40 ka 
and 37.5 ka (that is, 250 model years represent 2,500 calendar years) to accelerate 
the experiment. The TRN40ka experiment was thus integrated for 5,750 model 
years to represent the time interval between 40 and 32 ka.

Sensitivity experiments under intermediate glacial conditions. To evaluate 
equilibrium climate responses to certain constant orbital settings, three 
experiments, E40ka_34kaOrb, E40ka_34kaEP and E40ka_34kaObl, were 
performed based on E40ka_CTL (same initial ocean state as TRN40ka). In 
E40ka_34kaOrb, the three orbital parameters27 were set to those at 34 ka—that 
is, eccentricity of 0.014996, precession of 84.84° and obliquity of 22.6°—while 
the other boundary conditions (for example, greenhouse gases and ice-sheet 
configuration) were fixed to E40ka_CTL. In E40ka_34kaObl (E40ka_34kaEP), 
obliquity (eccentricity-modulated precession) was set to 34 ka, and the other 
parameters were identical to those of E40ka_CTL. E40ka_34kaOrb was integrated 
for 5,500 years to explore the equilibrated responses of glacial climate to the 34 ka 
orbital configurations. E40ka_34kaEP and E40ka_34kaObl were integrated for 
2,000 years because they are mainly used to evaluate whether changes in obliquity 
or precession alone can account for AMOC oscillations (Extended Data Table 1 
and Extended Data Figs. 4 and 5).

In E40ka_34kaOrb, we observed unforced AMOC oscillation with a periodicity 
of ~1,500 years. To evaluate the role of millennial-scale variation in atmospheric 
CO2 levels on the unforced oscillation, we performed two sensitivity experiments 
by instantly increasing (E40ka_34kaOrb_pCO2) or decreasing (E40ka_34kaOrb_

nCO2) CO2 levels by 10 ppm at the 2,050th model year of E40ka_34kaOrb and 
integrated both of them for 5,400 years to assess their equilibrium responses to 
these CO2 changes. In both experiments, spontaneous DO-like AMOC oscillations 
were sustained, indicating that millennial-scale CO2 variability (~20 ppm) 
cannot shift the AMOC out of the window of its oscillating regime (Fig. 4). This 
is probably due to the fact that atmospheric CO2 changes from 205 to 185 ppm 
are equivalent to changes in radiative forcing of ~0.55 W m−2 (ref. 64), which are 
too weak to overcome the impacts of insolation changes. Nevertheless, these 
changes can alter the thermohaline balance between the low- and high-latitude 
North Atlantic12, affecting the timing characteristics of the oscillations. In other 
words, decreasing atmospheric CO2 is capable of reducing interstadial durations, 
thereby shortening the oscillating periodicity (Fig. 4). During MIS3, durations 
of warm interstadials have a close relationship with Antarctic/Southern Ocean 
temperatures, which share a close correspondence with changes in atmospheric 
CO2 (refs. 5,7,37). For example, the successive DOs 5–7 have a decreasing interstadial 
duration along with a cooling background associated with a gradual CO2 decline 
of ~15 ppm (refs. 5,7,8,25,37). Accordingly, these results, in addition to the notion 
that changes in the AMOC and associated global response are thought to alter 
atmospheric CO2 levels, suggest that millennial-scale CO2 changes may serve as an 
internal climate agent modulating timing characteristics of millennial-scale climate 
variability during glacial periods.

To evaluate the role of millennial-scale changes in global mean sea level during 
MIS3, we instantly altered the ice-sheet configuration of 40 ka to that of 50 ka at 
the 2,050th model year of E40ka_34kaOrb and integrated it for 3,200 model years 
(E40ka_34kaOrb_50kaICE). Note that the way of generating the 50 ka ice-sheet 
configuration is identical to that for 40 ka. The ice volume at 50 ka is ~12.5 m.e.s.l. 
lower than at 40 ka according to ICE-5G62. In this 3,200-year experiment, the 
AMOC shifts from its stable oscillating mode to a stable weak mode, indicating 
the important role of ice-sheet changes in altering the oscillating properties (phase 
A, Fig. 5). This is due to the associated changes in atmospheric circulation7,59, 
which on the one hand enhances sea-ice transport from the Labrador Sea to 
the key convection sites and on the other hand weakens the subtropical gyre to 
transport warm and salty water northwards. This alters the tropical and subpolar 
thermohaline balances in the North Atlantic in E40ka_34kaOrb, resulting in a 
weak AMOC mode under a lower ice-volume configuration with the same orbital 
forcing to E40ka_34kaOrb.

According to the governing mechanisms of unforced AMOC oscillation, it is 
likely that increasing obliquity and eccentricity-modulated precession (opposite to 
orbital changes from 40 ka to 34 ka) can restart AMOC self-oscillations under the 
low ice-volume configuration (phase A, Fig. 5). We thus performed an experiment 
(E40ka_50kaICE) in which we instantly imposed the 40 ka orbital configurations 
in E40ka_34kaOrb_50kaICE (at the 5,250th model year, as shown in Fig. 5) for 
5,400 model years. As expected, the AMOC oscillating mode was reinitiated (phase 
B, Fig. 5). Notably, these oscillations in E40ka_50kaICE are not characterized 
by the classic sawtooth-like variation (relatively stable stadial conditions, with 
occasional returns to interstadial conditions). This is attributed to the lowered 
Northern Hemisphere ice volume, such that impacts on the tropical and subpolar 
thermohaline balance in the North Atlantic remain dominant, resulting in a 
state in which the weak AMOC phase is relatively stable under the 40 ka orbital 
configurations. Changing the orbital settings further back to 50 ka—a period with 
higher obliquity and precession than during the 40 ka period—produces a return 
of the classic sawtooth-like AMOC oscillation (phase C, Fig. 5). These stepwise 
transient experiments (Fig. 5) corroborate the governing role of orbital changes 
in the unforced AMOC oscillatory regime under various intermediate ice-sheet 
configurations.

Sensitivity experiments under peak interglacial and glacial maximum conditions. 
Previous studies have proposed that changes in internal climate backgrounds can 
control the sensitivity of the AMOC to applied perturbations9,10,12,19. In particular, 
high atmospheric CO2 levels during peak interglacials and high Northern 
Hemisphere ice sheets during glacial maxima will give rise to a very stable AMOC 
with a high resistance to additional internal climate perturbations. To test whether 
this assertion holds for insolation changes, we designed a set of orbital sensitivity 
experiments under the LGM or pre-industrial conditions by applying extreme 
orbital settings of the last two million years; that is, eccentricity-modulated 
precession was set to either −0.04 or 0.04 and obliquity was set to either 22° or 
24.5°. This resulted in four different sensitivity experiments under each boundary 
conditions (Extended Data Table 1). We integrated each experiment for 1,500 years 
to ensure a quasi-equilibrium climate. As suggested, no AMOC mode transitions 
occurred in these runs (Extended Data Fig. 7), confirming the previous assertion 
about the dominant roles of atmospheric CO2 and Northern Hemisphere ice-sheet 
height on AMOC stability.

Experiments in an AGCM. Present-day observations suggest that changes in the 
Atlantic warm pool intensity play an important role in mean Atlantic-to-Pacific 
moisture export30. That is, an enhanced and expanded Atlantic warm pool reduces 
moisture export by stimulating anomalous convergent flow and a weak trade wind 
in the North Atlantic30. This, in addition to the notion that the Atlantic warm pool 
mainly appears during the boreal summer65, indicates that Earth’s precession can 
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modulate mean hydrology cycles in the tropical North Atlantic via the impacts 
of summer insolation on the Atlantic warm pool intensity. To confirm this, as 
well as the associated dynamics at a precessional timescale, we conducted a series 
of sensitivity experiments in an AGCM, ECHAM5. The key goal of the AGCM 
experiments is to explore equilibrated climate responses to precession change and 
the associated dynamics under conditions without evident change in the AMOC. 
This can largely minimize the uncertainty caused by ocean processes adjusting 
to an oscillatory AMOC mode. The AMOC under LGM conditions is always 
in a stable strong mode, even if applying extreme summer insolation changes 
by shifting Earth’s position from aphelion (LGM_Hobl_LSea) to perihelion 
(LGM_Hobl_HSea) during the boreal summer solstice, unlike the cases under the 
40 ka conditions (E40ka_CTL and E40ka_34kaEP). Accordingly, we employed the 
results from these precessional sensitivity experiments under LGM conditions. 
The experimental ID with prefix ‘A_’ represents AGCM experiments to distinguish 
from experiments in a coupled climate model. Each AGCM experiment was 
integrated for 50 years, and the average of the last 30 years was used to represent 
the corresponding climatology.

To first confirm that the AGCM can capture climate responses derived from 
the coupled model, we conducted two experiments, A_CTL and A_ORB_SST, by 
applying full forcing (that is, sea surface temperature (SST), sea ice concentration 
(SIC) and orbital settings) from LGM_Hobl_LSea and LGM_Hobl_HSea, 
respectively. In line with the results from the coupled model (Extended Data Fig. 6a),  
the AGCM results well reproduce the key features of the climate response to an 
increase in boreal summer insolation (Extended Data Fig. 6b). All other AOGCM 
experiments were based on the settings in A_CTL, unless specified differently. 
To assess the contributions of terrestrial and oceanic responses to overall climate 
responses in A_ORB_SST, we conducted two experiments, A_ORB and A_SST, 
by applying either orbital settings or SST and SIC from LGM_Hobl_HSea, 
respectively. Note that applying the orbital settings alone only causes a terrestrial 
temperature change in the AGCM. As shown in Extended Data Fig. 7c,d, by only 
applying oceanic changes the AGCM can reproduce a similar climate response to 
A_ORB_SST (Extended Data Fig. 6b). Accordingly, we performed an experiment 
directly relevant to our hypothesis, A_TroNASST, in which we only imposed the 
SST changes in the subtropical North Atlantic where the Atlantic warm pool is 
located (Extended Data Fig. 6e). It appears that A_TroNASST can well reproduce 
the enhanced net precipitation by trapping more moisture in the North Atlantic, 
similar to A_ORB_SST and A_SST. Together with the A_ORB_EPSST experiment, 
in which orbital settings and SST changes were only applied in the equatorial 
eastern Pacific (Extended Data Fig. 7f), this substantiates that precessional changes 
in the Atlantic warm pool intensity play a dominant role in hydrology changes in 
the North Atlantic.

Data–model comparison. A model–data comparison is a valuable approach 
to analyse both the simulated model results and proxy-based reconstructions. 
During the G-IG cycles of the last 800 kyr, MIS3 is characterized with the greatest 
abundance of proxy records that are able to resolve MCV globally66. Here we 
compare our model results with 44 published proxy records (Extended Data Tables 
2 and 3) to qualitatively assess the reliability of the simulated spontaneous AMOC 
oscillation (AMOC instability) for explaining MCV under intermediate glacial 
conditions (Extended Data Fig. 3).

As shown in Extended Data Fig. 2a,b,f,g, it is evident that the abrupt warming in 
the Northern Hemisphere is in concert with a rapid AMOC transition with latitudinal 
shifts of the main convection sites (not shown), consistent with the inferences derived 
from δ13C and magnetic records for DO events during MIS3 (see for example refs. 
67,68). Along with an abrupt AMOC transition from its weak to its strong phase, 
evident changes in global precipitation and surface temperature patterns are also well 
recorded in a variety of global proxy datasets (Extended Data Fig. 3 and Extended 
Tables 2 and 3)69–110. In both TRN40ka and E40ka_34kaOrb, the Atlantic bipolar 
thermal seesaw, which is clearly documented in palaeoclimate reconstructions from 
the North and South Atlantic (see for example refs. 66,86,111), is generally captured in 
our model simulations (Extended Data Fig. 3a,c). Our model simulates the global 
and regional responses of surface temperature to AMOC change very well, although 
it underestimates the warming magnitudes, especially over Greenland, which can be 
potentially attributed to an underestimation of sea-ice responses in the Nordic Sea 
to the AMOC change10,112. The Intertropical Convergence Zone shifts northward as 
Northern Hemisphere warming occurs, as indicated by proxy data (Extended Data 
Fig. 3b,d). In response to the enhanced AMOC, increased water vapour is transported 
further northward from the mid latitudes to high latitudes in the North Atlantic, 
leading to a drying phase over the subtropics (for example, mid-Florida)93 and a wet 
phase over the Northeast Atlantic (for example Europe)89. The northern warming 
also strengthens the Asian summer monsoons, which are characterized by an evident 
increase in precipitation. In conclusion, the two AMOC phases in the AMOC 
oscillatory regime related to orbital changes can well capture key features of DO 
events (see for example refs. 66,86), adding credibility to our proposed mechanism for 
explaining abrupt climate shifts during intermediate glacial conditions.

Atlantic meridional salinity transport. To diagnose the meridional salinity 
transport associated with AMOC (Mov) across the boundary between the North 
Atlantic subpolar and subtropical gyre (~43° N), we use the equation widely used 

to evaluate freshwater import or export across the southern boundary of the 
Atlantic113 but reverse its sign:

Mov =
1
S0

∫
dz ῡ (z) [⟨S (z)⟩ − S0]

where S0 is the Atlantic mean salinity value, and the overbar and angle brackets 
denote zonal integration and zonal averaging along one latitude, respectively.

Data availability
The palaeoclimate records used in this paper are available at the following sources: 
ref. 2, benthic δ18O stack, https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.704257; ref. 37,  
CO2 data, http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/store/10.1002/2014GL061957/asset/
supinfo/grl52461-sup-0003-supplementary.xls?v=1&s=e77ad89c3925111330671
009ab40eac65e019d01; ref. 50, ODP983 NPS data, https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/
PANGAEA.904398. The model data that supports the key findings of this study 
are available in National Tibetan Plateau Data Center (TPDC) at https://doi.
org/10.11888/Paleoenv.tpdc.271670.

Code availability
The standard model code of the ‘Community Earth System Models’ (COSMOS) 
version COSMOS-landveg r2413 (2009) is available upon request from the ‘Max 
Planck Institute for Meteorology’ in Hamburg (https://www.mpimet.mpg.de). 
Post-processing of the model output and model data analysis were performed with 
CDO (Climate Data Operators, version 1.9.5 and 1.9.10, https://code.mpimet.mpg.
de/projects/cdo).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Climate characteristics of e40ka_CtL control run. a, AMOC index in E40ka_CTL and its response to freshwater hosing (E40ka_
FWF). The hosing lasts for 500 years, starting from the 0th year before which is the control experiment E40ka_CTL. b, c Mean annual SIC and barotropic 
stream function (SF, units: Sv) under 40ka BP conditions57. d, e same as b, c, but under the LGM boundary conditions (E40ka_CTL).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | oscillating dynamics in the scenario with varying (a-e, tRN40ka) and constant (f-j, e40ka_34kaorb) orbital configurations. 
a) and e) for AMOC index (units: Sv); b) and g) for sea surface temperature (units: °C), c) and h) for sea ice concentration (SIC, units: %), d) and i) for 
subsurface sea temperature (units: °C) in the key convection sites of the NA; e) and j) for meridional salt water transportation along 43°N (units: Sv) in the 
NA. We calculate the regional averages of SST, SIC and subsurface T in the northeastern NA (30°W-10°W, 50°-65°N). Bold lines show the 30-year running 
mean of the original data (thin grey lines). Bold lines show the 30-year running mean of the original data (thin grey lines). The short blue and red bold 
lines in (a) and (f) correspond to selected time intervals representing stadial and interstadial periods, respectively, which are used to calculate composite 
anomalies between strong and weak AMOC phases in Extended Data Fig. 3 and 7a, b. Note that length of these lines indicates length of time intervals.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Climate changes during stadial-to-interstadial transitions in tRN40ka (a-b) and e40ka_34kaorb (c-d). a, b Composite surface 
temperature anomalies between simulated strong and weak AMOC phases as indicated by short red and blue bold lines in Extended Data Fig. 3a, f. c, d, 
same as (a) and (b), but for precipitation. The dots represent qualitatively the corresponding changes in paleoclimate proxy records as shown in Extended 
Data Table 2 and 3.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | oscillating dynamics in the scenario with lowered eccentricity-modulated precession (a-e, e40ka_34kaeP) and obliquity (f-j, 
e40ka_34kaobl). a) and e) for AMOC index (units: Sv); b) and g) for sea surface temperature (units: °C), c) and h) for sea ice concentration (SIC, units: 
%), d) and i) for subsurface sea temperature (units: °C) in the key convection sites of the NA; e) and j) for meridional salt water transportation along 
43°N (units: Sv) in the NA. We calculate the regional averages of SST, SIC and subsurface T in the northeastern NA (30°W-10°W, 50°-65°N). Bold lines 
show the 30-year running mean of the original data (thin grey lines).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | triggering dynamics regarding lowered obliquity (a-c, e40ka_34kaobl) or eccentricity-modulated precession (d-i, 
e40ka_34kaeP). a, b, c, Annual mean anomalies of surface air temperature (SAT, units: °C), SIC (shaded, units: %) and mixed layer depth (contour, units: 
m), and sea level pressure (SLP, contour, units: Pa), total net freshwater flux into the ocean (TNFWF, shaded, units: mm·day-1) and vertical integrated 
moisture transport (VIMT, vector, units: kg·m-1s-1) between the 100-year average before the onset of its initial transition into a weak AMOC phase in 
E40ka_34kaObl and that in the control run E40ka_CTL; d, e, f, same as a, b, c, but for annual mean anomalies between 40-year average before the onset 
of its initial transition into a weak AMOC phase in E40ka_34kaEP and that in E40ka_CTL; g, h, i, same as d, e, f, but for boreal summer mean anomalies.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Governing dynamics of precession-induced tropical Na hydroclimate changes. a. Mean annual precipitation anomaly between 
high and low boreal summer insolation scenarios under LGM conditions in coupled model COSMOS. b – f. Mean annual precipitation anomalies of AGCM 
sensitivity runs in contrast to the AGCM control run (Methods, Extended Data Table 1).
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Simulated aMoC states in the transient experiment under intermediate glacial conditions and equilibrium experiments under 
peak glacial and interglacial conditions. a, b AMOC states in the composited weak and strong phases of oscillatory regime in TRN40ka, representing 
stadial and interstadial AMOC state. c, d, e, f are equilibrated AMOC states in orbital sensitivity runs under the LGM conditions. g, h, i, j same as c-f but 
under the pre-industrial conditions.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Model simulations in this study

In the AGCM runs, “Eastern Pacific” is defined as the area in 25°S-25°N, 180°W-70°W of Pacific basin, “Atlantic” is defined as the Atlantic basin between 30°S and 60°N, and “tropical NA” is the area 
between 0° and 40°N of the NA basin.
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Extended Data Table 2 | temperature proxy data used for model-data comparison. temperature proxy data used for model-data 
comparison

Listed is the information regarding 20 temperature proxy records covering the period when atmospheric CO2 is at varying intermediate levels (that is MIS3). Approximate range represents magnitudes 
of recorded temperature changes during transitions from cold stadials to warm interstadials, as documented in the corresponding literature. In this study, we use the intermediate level of reconstructed 
amplitudes for the model-data comparison (as shown in Extended Data Fig. 3a, c). For instance, if the proxy-recorded temperature fluctuation ranges between ~1-3 °C, we consider in our model-data 
comparison a conservative estimate of the reconstructed temperature fluctuation of ~2 °C.
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Extended Data Table 3 | information regarding 23 reconstructed precipitation records used for model-data comparison

The records covering the period when atmospheric CO2 is at varying intermediate levels (that is MIS3). Qualitatively reconstructed precipitation records are used to compare with simulated precipitation 
changes during stadial-to-interstadial transitions as shown in Extended Data Fig. 3b, d.
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